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M

any studies show that cooperation among competitors may have positive effects. But, sometimes, competition and cooperation clash. The reforms of the French
higher education system are an interesting case for exploring this issue as they increased the level of competition, but
also favored cooperative consortia of institutions at the local
level.
More Cooperation…
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For many years, the institutional divide between universities, grandes écoles, and national research institutions has
been a recurrent concern for political actors. In order to
overcome this institutional divide, the 2006 law on research and innovation made it possible for higher education institutions to form local consortia called PRES (higher
education and research “poles”) and to develop common
activities. Beginning in 2007, a number of PRES projects
were selected and received funding. But, that same year, a
new act increased the autonomy of French universities. The
appetite of university presidents for PRES decreased: with
increased margins for maneuver at the university level,
most became reluctant to transfer powers to the PRES. The
latter were maintained but were not very active: some common doctoral schools were created at that level, but universities kept other responsibilities under their own roof.
This situation evolved after the election of François Hollande to the French presidency in 2012. The new minister
of higher education and research strengthened the policy
for local cooperation: the PRES became COMUE (Community of Universities and Institutions) and, as a result of the
2013 act, every higher education institution must now be
part of a COMUE and transfer some powers to that level.
The role of the COMUE is to develop cooperation among
its members, such as managing COMUE doctoral schools,
creating COMUE research labs, asking all academics to
include the name of the COMUE in their signature, etc.
COMUEs should also define a higher education and research policy on their territory and sign a five-year contract
with the ministry, replacing contracts with each individual
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institution. The idea behind the COMUE was also to simplify the French higher education landscape: the map of a
COMUE looks very much like a jardin à la française, compared with the fuzziness of universities and grandes écoles.
With their larger size, the consortia were also expected to be
more visible on the international scene.
…And More Competition

While these policies aimed at developing proximity-based
cooperation, others aimed at identifying the best institutions, rewarding (mostly research-based) performance, and
enhancing differentiation.
This was a major change. Of course, competition already existed, but the French university system relied nevertheless on a principle of national equivalence. Everybody
knew that this was not actually the case, but the ministry
was expected to guarantee this principle of equivalence.
With the reforms of the 2000s, the discourse changed: they
wanted to allocate more resources to the best institutions.
Highly selective national calls for projects were launched:
the call for the creation of PRES or for scientific networks

While these policies aimed at developing proximity-based cooperation, others
aimed at identifying the best institutions,
rewarding (mostly research-based) performance, and enhancing differentiation.

(RTRA, advanced thematic research networks), the Plan
Campus that funded new buildings linked to innovative scientific projects, and finally the multiple calls of the Investment Program for the Future (PIA), which invested EUR
27 billion into higher education and research. One of the
many instruments of the PIA—the Idex (“initiatives of excellence”)—sought to identify “excellent institutions,” with
the goal of selecting 10 Idex that would receive funding
from an endowment upon a favorable evaluation after four
years. Up to now, four Idex have been confirmed and six are
still being assessed, while one has been discontinued.
Interferences between Competition and Cooperation

These two reform streams raised contradictions. One of the
main issues about the competition schemes was whether
universities and/or consortia should compete with one another. In 2007, while the ministry increased the autonomy
of French universities, it launched the Plan Campus for
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which only the PRES—not individual universities—were
allowed to apply. This was reinforced with the call for Idex.
After a fight for influence between the ministry and the
agency in charge of the PIA, it was decided that only PRES
(later COMUE) could apply for an Idex. Therefore, from the
very beginning, Idex developed in a tension between two
logics: a purely scientific logic pushed by the agency and
aimed at identifying the best institutions, and an institutional logic pushed by the ministry and aimed at overcoming the institutional divide.
This institutional logic impacted the results of the competition for Idex. The three first Idex set the tone, with the
jury favoring projects based on mergers. Some consortia
with excellent scientific potential were not selected because
the governance of their projects was not integrated enough.
For the following calls, all projects proposed a more integrated governance and a merger mania began: nine mergers have now already occurred, involving 25 institutions,
and three more involving 16 institutions are due by January
2020.
These calls for Idex highlight some of the contradictions that arose. Cooperation does not come easily between
universities and grandes écoles. Up to now, mergers have
mostly involved universities because their culture, the status of their personnel, their salaries, etc. are very different
from grandes écoles. Furthermore, most grandes écoles are
afraid of having to submit to the rules, practices, and culture of the much larger and powerful universities in their
COMUEs. The institutional divide remains very strong.
COMUEs where members have received the status of
Idex have become weaker, and their relationship with these
members is strained: the winners are not ready to share
their Idex funding with other members of the consortium
and, in terms of cooperation, they prefer working with their
(generally not local) scientific counterparts. COMUEs without Idex also suffer from increased competition, as their
strongest members in terms of scientific reputation prefer
running independently and so reduce their cooperation
with the consortium to a minimum. Furthermore, these
COMUEs have nothing attractive to offer, as they receive no
extra funding from the state.
This reflects the contradictions between proximitybased cooperation, on which COMUEs rely, and statusbased cooperation, on which scientific networks rely. As a
result, many COMUEs are about to dissolve or to be redesigned: with the current government, COMUE members
are allowed to rethink their status and the way they are run,
or to be transformed into a rather loose association of institutions.

